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Process Orchestration in Action



“Process orchestration is critical both 

to manage end-to-end customer 

journeys and to provide consistency of 

experience to the human workforce.”

Gartner®, Emerging Tech Impact Radar: Hyperautomation | March 2023
GARTNER is a registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved



Source: 2023 State of Process Orchestration Report. n = 755 IT decision makers from the US, UK, Germany, and France.
1 Question: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Process automation is a vital element of digital  transformation”?
2 Question: Which of the following components are included as part of a typical process automation implementation within your organization?

96% of decision 
makers agree:

Process Automation 
is the key to Digital 
Transformation.1

Most organizations have 
more than five endpoints 
needed for automation:2

But it’s also the 
challenge.

Human 
Work

Business 
Rules

Micro
Services

API

AI

RPA IoT Systems
(legacy + homegrown)



Where we are today.

○ Companies acted 20-40x faster 
in implementing digitization 
across the business. 

What would have taken a year 
took on average, just 11 days.

Source:
McKinsey & Company 
How COVID-19 has pushed companies over the technology tipping point—and transformed business forever Endpoints & Endpoints & Endpoints, Oh My!

Transformation has accelerated and it has amplified the need for maturity in orchestration.



Why Process Orchestration Maturity matters

Organizations who are not 
implementing process orchestration 
across these silos often experience: 

Organizations that are highly mature 
in their process orchestration: 

■ Broken or inefficient customer 
experiences

■
■ Unnecessary inefficiency due to 

poorly identified, implemented, 
executed, and maintained 
processes 

■
■ An inability to measure 

effectiveness or continuously 
improve automated processes.

■ Marked improvements in customer 
experience, driving revenue opportunity

■ Greater internal efficiency, lowering costs

■ A higher degree of overall automation, 
driving digital transformation objectives



A Transformational Journey



Process Orchestration Maturity Levels

Strategic, Scaled Adoption

Distributed Adoption

Broader IT Initiatives

Single Project

No Process Orchestration
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Vision

Motivation

Structure

Measurement

Technology

Process Orchestration Maturity Drivers



No Process Orchestration
Some process elements 
may have automated 
components; they are too 
dispersed to be measured 

Interested in improving 
inefficient processes

IT team is not set up to 
centralize projects or 
resources

Unable to accurately 
measure business value

May have implemented 
disparate automation 
technologies 

Vision

Motivation

Structure

Measurement

Technology



■ Claims process is broken
■ Lose information
■ Slow processing
■ No ability to share status of claim internally or externally
■ Customer satisfaction is at an all time low

■ Automobile Claims is the target for Phase 1
■ Involves multiple departments and multiple systems (Claims, Policy 

Administration, Adjusters, Medical Review, and Accounting)

■ Where we can start
■ Create an initial flow of connecting departments
■ Use out of the box connector where possible
■ Create initial forms to interact with humans
■ Start to provide status updates to customer to improve customer 

satisfaction

Single Project
Focused on single, 

mission-critical process 
orchestration projects

Urgent need to “fix” 
broken/inefficient 

mission-critical process 

Team often takes 
decentralized, 

Focused on completing 
single high-need projects

Legacy systems or 
monolithic on-premise 

solutions

Vision

Motivation

Structure

Measurement

Technology



Demo



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pOuQQkrXWbpIhLekZq6ilQ_99rs5Pwow/preview


New Start Form



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ZwCOo_TxdHDOtAJ3OeUf0Nx0fHLX-7jY/preview


Iterative Development



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ZiTe5w_M_rT869XNtkwgYOklJCz9Zt_X/preview


■ For “CB Insurance”, phase 2 expands on what was 
previously designed:
■ + deeper collaboration w/ business
■ + business logic or rules to assign adjusters to claims 

based on their geographical location and other data
■ Via additional discovery: 

■ Example: We need access to medical records that 
might be associate with the claim, so we will 
implement something to notify the process that those 
files are ready to be reviewed

■ Finally, we now have enough automation to start looking at 
KPIs and SLAs with some reports and dashboards 

Broader Initiatives
Broader, scaled-up 
initiatives are  focused on 
better business outcomes

Focused on driving critical 
business outcomes from 
process orchestration 

IT teams want to 
empower business roles

Measuring success for 
individual processes, but 
struggling to track KPIs

Building a technology 
stack that covers the 
entire process lifecycle

Vision

Motivation

Structure

Measurement

Technology



Demo



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jd1nxtPILWcEt9tmslDX9ZcH86Zs8qMB/preview


After collaboration with different 
stakeholders



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BI5RzekjvCu1IGEoaNXx9jc9pjP0bp5w/preview


Demonstrate Success with 
Camunda Optimize



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WZokk9Y5833VAXShZ_-J4toiDt-r03JY/preview


■ We start considering a CoE 

■ We expand at a rapid pace by 

■ Reusing Connectors (using Connector 

Templates) across the enterprise

■ Creating subprocesses that can be reused in 

different process flows

■ Use “secrets” to store connector keys for ease of 

development and security

Distributed Adoption
Evolving toward process 
orchestration supporting 
organization-wide digital 
transformation

Process orchestration 
drives strategic business 
outcomes, at scale and at 
a rapid pace

May have implemented a 
Center of Excellence 
(CoE) model or 
distributed team 

Starting to explore 
broader process 
orchestration KPIs

Enabling multiple teams 
to build process 
orchestration solutions at 
scale

Vision

Motivation

Structure

Measurement

Technology



https://docs.google.com/file/d/141lAJtfxOILgiUSwFJ3zpC0qBGEkOvjK/preview


Customer Onboarding reusing 
PAS Connector and Notification Process



Policy Team reusing
PAS Connector and Notification Process



How we got here



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DEjtCIqfk0m6w8JB-RwCiCtzFhWcbp9B/preview


Some process elements may 
have automated components; 
they are too dispersed to be 
measured 

Focused on single, 
mission-critical process 
orchestration projects

Broader, scaled-up initiatives 
are  focused on better business 
outcomes

Evolving toward process 
orchestration supporting 
organization-wide digital 
transformation

Clearly defined strategy around 
technology, methodology, and 
people to execute process 
orchestration at scale

Interested in improving 
inefficient processes

Urgent need to “fix” 
broken/inefficient 
mission-critical process 

Focused on driving critical 
business outcomes from 
process orchestration 

Process orchestration drives 
strategic business outcomes, 
at scale and at a rapid pace

Demonstrated track record of 
delivering strategic value to 
organization through process 
orchestration 

IT team is not set up to 
centralize projects or resources

Team often takes 
decentralized, 

IT teams want to empower 
business roles

May have implemented a 
Center of Excellence (CoE) 
model or distributed team 

Global COEs provide 
enablement, training, internal 
consulting, and connector 
development for process 
orchestration 

Unable to accurately measure 
business value

Focused on completing single 
high-need projects

Measuring success for 
individual processes, but 
struggling to track KPIs

Starting to explore broader 
process orchestration KPIs

Defining and measuring 
large-scale process 
orchestration KPIs 

May have implemented 
disparate automation 
technologies 

Legacy systems or monolithic 
on-premise solutions

Building a technology stack 
that covers the entire process 
lifecycle

Enabling multiple teams to 
build process orchestration 
solutions at scale

Has built a tech stack that fits 
their exact needs and has a 
dedicated process 
orchestration strategy

Single
Project

Broader
Initiative

Distributed 
Adoption

Strategic, Scaled 
Adoption

No Process 
Orchestration

Vision

Motivation

Structure

Measurement

Technology



Solution Acceleration

Accelerate domain, process 
and technical experts to build 

solutions fast 

Bootstrap any team in the 
organisation quickly to create 
solutions in a robust, reliable 

and consistent manner

Create Solutions Fast Empower Teams Quickly

Innovation that accelerates time to value

AI Powered



Scaling teams to create solutions fast 
Speed up time-to-automation to solve complex business problems

Accelerate domain, process and 
technical experts to build 

solutions fast 

Create Solutions Fast

Accelerated Development 
Lifecycle
Accelerate the journey from identifying a 
business problem to delivering a fully 
documented and governed automation solution. 

Collaboratively create, debug, and publish 
process applications with a unified view of 
business and execution diagrams.

Accelerated Connectivity
Utilize out-of-the-box Connectors from our 
curated marketplace or quickly create reusable 
Connectors.

Easily share them through public or private 
marketplaces, streamlining your automation 
journey with speed, ease-of-use, and reusability, 
while minimizing maintenance requirements.

AI Powered



Internal Marketplace



Predictive Process Orchestration
Improve processes + decisions target with AI

ML Ready Data Set
Leverage process instance 
information with ML and ready to 
use data sets

Improve Business 
Process
Improve specific business use 
cases with customisable ML data 
sets

Intelligent 
Decisioning (DMN)
Improve decisioning with 
intelligent recommendations for 
DMN tables

Intelligent Process 
Improvements
Auto generate process improvements 
identifying patterns and bottlenecks in 
BPMN models



Bootstrap any team in the 
organisation quickly to create 
solutions in a robust, reliable 

and consistent manner

Empower Teams Quickly

Flexible Architecture
Camunda enables you to easily meet your 
security, compliance, and governance 
requirements, with a highly configurable 
architecture.

Cloud Ready
Leverage managed services from Camunda, 
build your own with self managed platforms 
or take a hybrid route with options to 
structure tenants for the business.

Empower more teams to automate
Onboard, manage, and scale 1000s of projects



Multi-Tenancy 
Onboarding of new Teams within minutes



Deploy process via Web Modeler



Operate and Multi-Tenancy



Console Self-Managed 



Quickpoll via Slido
Assessing your process orchestration maturity



Questions?

And remember, it’s never too late to get started with running or 
Process Orchestration Maturity

Join Bernd for tomorrow morning’s run!

Read more about the Process 
Orchestration Maturity Model



Thank You!


